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It’s my life!

It’s my life!
Vocabulary p4

Before you start with the unit, greet your Ss and introduce them 
to the language of classroom interaction and personal issues.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercise 1) In small groups, Ss talk about their 
favourite weekdays using Chris’s example and justify their choice. 

» EXTRA:  Introduce the lesson with this short video about 
favourite subjects: www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDem6jetwzk. Then 
encourage Ss to say the subjects that were mentioned.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercise 2) Say a word or sentence and have 
Ss say the related subject, eg: T: Acting. Ss: Drama. T: Twenty-two 
plus four. Ss: Maths.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercise 4) In pairs, Ss share important 
dates in their lives. Give an example first: T: 16th December – 
my mother’s birthday.

» EXTRA:  Play When is your birthday? Say your birthday date 
as an example. Then invite Ss to say their birthday date. In pairs 
Ss write down all classmates’ birthday dates they can remember. 
The pair who remembers the most wins!

Listening & Speaking p5

1 The teenagers in the photo are Lucy and Chris, who already 
appeared on the previous page. Encourage Ss to go back to it 
if necessary. You can also ask: In your opinion, how old are 
they? Are they happy? What do you think they are talking 
about? Is their school big? Is it similar to yours?

2 Before watching the video, have Ss read the questions. Tell 
them that they do not need to understand every single word 
to understand the general idea.

3 Before watching the video again, ask Ss to read the lines.  
If they can anticipate any missing information, encourage  
them to complete it. Invite them to check it later on.

4 Have an instance of choral repetition first and then in pairs 
before they role play the conversation. Make sure Ss notice 
the importance of intonation and stress to sound natural. 
Encourage them to use the phrases in the ‘Keep it going!’ 
section.

ANSWERS
1 They are Lucy and Chris. They’re outside 

school.
2 1 Yes, they are. 2 Yes, they do.
3 1 Mr Brown’s; 2 near; 3 walk

ANSWERS
1 Lucy’s favourite subject is French. Chris’s 

favourite subjects are science and technology. 
Chris’s favourite weekday is Friday.

2 1 maths; 2 art; 3 history; 4 ICT; 5 drama;  
6 music; 7 science; 8 geography

4 1 the sixteenth of September nineteen 
ninety-six; 2 the twenty-eighth of February 
two thousand and twenty-two; 3 the first of 
May two thousand and eleven; 4 the third of 
January two thousand and fifteen

5 2 Flag Day is on the twentieth of June. 
3 Independence Day is on the ninth of July. 
4 New Year’s Day is on the first of January.
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It’s my life!

Grammar / Vocabulary p6

Tell Ss they are going to revise the different forms and uses of the 
verb be to talk about age, description, state, among other topics. 
In pairs, have Ss analyze the different exercises. Encourage them 
to ask if they have any doubts. Check answers as a class. 

» EXTRA:  (before Exercise 6) Say different words and ask Ss 
to provide the category. Include the words that Ss will need in 
Exercise 6. Tell them you will include school subjects, furniture 
and classroom objects. Write these labels on the board for 
guidance, eg: T: Geography. Ss: School subject.

» EXTRA:  (before Exercise 7) Ask Ss to set the words in the 
box in pairs of opposite adjectives. Once Ss do Exercise 7, have 
them write a paragraph describing their own room. Ask them to 
exchange their description with a classmate and to find out if  
their bedrooms are similar or different. As Ss work, walk around 
and help them if needed.

» EXTRA:  Ss search online for a photo of a room they like 
and label at least five items of furniture. In pairs, they share their 
photo and make sentences using there is and there are. 

8 Give Ss time to rehearse what they are going to tell their 
classmates. Encourage them to use expressions like Really? 
to express surprise or Me too! to express coincidence. Walk 
around and monitor. Provide help if needed.

Vocabulary / Grammar p7

» EXTRA:  Play the odd-one-out game. On the board, write 
groups of five words about clothing. One of these words should 
be of a different category. Ask different Ss to come to the board 
and circle the word that does not belong to each category.

» EXTRA:  Have Ss prepare a set of words to go on playing the 
odd-one-out game. Provide help if needed.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercise 4) Have Ss write incomplete 
sentences like the ones in Exercise 4. Then have them exchange 
their sentences with a classmate and complete them.

» EXTRA:  Give prompts and have Ss reply using the possessive 
’s, eg: T: Marge. Ss: Bart’s mother.

» EXTRA:  Ss search online for a photo of a celebrity and 
describe what they are wearing. Invite Ss to raise their hands, 
show their photo and describe their outfit orally.

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder pp2&3

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder p3

ANSWERS
1 1 b; 2 c; 3 a
2 Possible answers: skirt, shoes, trousers, 

shirt, tie, shorts, socks, sweatshirt, cap, 
tuxedo, waistcoat, gloves

3 your; his; her; their
4 1 her; 2 his; 3 their; 4 my; 5 your
6 1 a; 2 c; 3 a; 4 b; 5 a

ANSWERS
2 I’m 15 years old. You’re / We’re / They’re 

Chinese. He’s / She’s / It’s from Spain.  
I’m not from Italy. You / We / They aren’t in 
London. He / She / It isn’t my best friend.

3 1 T; 2 F. Juan and Pilar aren’t English names.  
3 F. Edinburgh isn’t the capital of England.  
4 T; 5 F. The White House isn’t in London.

6 It’s a bedroom. 
2 shelf; 3 picture; 4 wardrobe; 5 desk;  
6 chair; 7 bed; 8 lamp
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1 What do you like?
Vocabulary p8

Tell Ss that they are going to learn how to talk about their free time 
activities and to refer to people according to their preferences. Ask 
them if they ever do personality quizzes.

» EXTRA:  (before Exercise 1) Play Hangman to revise free time 
activities. Use words from the quiz on p8.

» EXTRA:  Encourage Ss to think about free time activities. 
Then have them classify them into outdoor and indoor activities.

1 Teach hang out with friends through exemplification.
2 Ask Ss to share their answers. Encourage them to speak in 

English throughout their conversations.
3 To help Ss remember the meaning of these words, ask them to 

provide the name of somebody who is sociable, friendly, etc.
4 Tell Ss they can refer to the verbs in the quiz to complete the table.

LEARNING TO LEARN Ss feel highly motivated to learn a language 
when they see they can use it to communicate something relevant to 
them. Point out that classifying vocabulary considering true options 
will help them to memorize new vocabulary. Provide examples and 
write them on the board.

Make a photo collage 
Ask Ss to think of three activities they enjoy doing at 
home and three they enjoy doing outdoors at weekends, 
and search online for photos to make a collage. Ss put the 
six photos together (one per activity) and label them using 
complete sentences. Tell them to use PicCollage. Go to 
p28 for instructions on how to use it.

Reading p9

1 Invite Ss to describe the pictures. Then ask them who wrote 
the posts. You may want to bring a map of the UK to show Ss 
where Blackpool and Edinburgh are.

» EXTRA:  Play Stand up or stamp your feet. Say sentences 
about the reading text. If the sentence is correct, Ss stand up.  
If not, Ss stamp their feet. Invite volunteers to correct the false 
ones. You may say some of these sentences: Cadbury World has got 
the smallest Cadbury shop. (I) There is a cinema in Cadbury World. 
(C) Jack and his friends enjoy the rollercoaster ICON. (C) Jack and his 
friends always go to a restaurant after the park. (I) Edinburgh is not 
a new city. (C) Anna and her friends hate horror films. (I)

COMPARING CULTURES Ask Ss about different attractions all 
over the world. Encourage them to find out about attractions in 
their country.

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder p4

ANSWERS
1 It’s about weekend outings in the UK.
2 Cadbury World: You can buy chocolate, go to 

the 4D cinema and to the tropical rainforest 
with cocoa trees. Blackpool Pleasure Beach: 
You can go to the rollercoaster ICON and 
to the beach. The Edinburgh Ghost Tour: 
You can hear ghost stories about the city. 
National Space Centre: You can experience 
life in space and try a lot of machines.

3 1 She usually does the shopping with her 
mother. This Saturday she’s buying chocolate 
at Cadbury World. 2 They go to Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach every year. Their favourite 
attraction there is the rollercoaster ICON.  
3 She’s in an old tower now. The guide is 
telling her ghost stories and making lots of 
funny faces. 4 No, he doesn’t. Because he 
can try a lot of machines.

ANSWERS
3 1 b; 2 c; 3 a
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1

Grammar p10

Draw Ss’ attention to the examples given and elicit the type of 
information they express (present simple: habits / routines; 
present continuous: actions happening now). This will lead you to 
systematize the use of these verb tenses in Exercises B, C and D.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercises 1–4) Have Ss read out the sentences 
in Exercise 1 and the questions in Exercise 3 to practise 
pronunciation and intonation.

» EXTRA:  Give Ss prompts and have them say true sentences 
about themselves, eg: T: Sometimes. S: I sometimes go to the 
club on Sundays.

» EXTRA:  Play Pictionary. In pairs, a S tries to guess what 
their partner is drawing, eg: She is eating some chocolate. The 
challenge could be to guess the sentences the quickest possible.

» EXTRA:  Play Scan the book. Ss choose a picture from the 
book and make all the possible sentences using the present 
continuous and the present simple. Ss write them down and  
then share them with their partner for feedback.

Vocabulary p11

Before Ss open their books at p11, tell them you are going to talk 
about talents. Elicit the name of different talent shows going on at 
the moment on TV. Then ask Ss about their talents. This is a good 
opportunity to review their knowledge of can for ability. Write the 
different skills they mention on the board. Then refer Ss to Exercise 1.
1 Ask Ss to underline the skills they already know and to add 

others that are not mentioned. Then ask volunteers to read 
their lists aloud.

2 Remind Ss they do not have to understand every single word 
in the text. Teach them how to guess from context.

3 Encourage Ss to associate words: climb / mountain; sing / choir; 
dance / hip hop.

Listening 
Remind Ss they do not need to understand every single word from 
the audio. Make sure they understand the different statements in 
Exercise 6 and have them decide whether they are true or false.

» EXTRA:  Have Ss organize a talent show. Ss say what they can 
do / are good at and show their skills to their classmates. The rest 
of the class asks the performer questions about his/her talents.

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder pp4&5

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder p6

ANSWERS
2 The show is about talents.
3 1 jump; 2 ride a BMX bike; 3 play the drums; 

4 sing; 5 climb walls; 6 dance 
5 The judges are talking to Zak (3) and Kelly 

and Jamie (6).
6 1 F; His voice isn’t strong enough at the moment. 

2 T; 3 F; This time he isn’t successful. 4 T; 5 F; 
They train two hours a day from Monday to 
Friday and more on Saturdays and Sundays. 6 T

07  Audioscript on p36

ANSWERS
A ’re buying; go; ’re having; come; go; love; 

’re visiting; hate; Do you like / B present 
continuous; present simple (x2) / C like; Does; 
don’t; does; isn’t; Am; Are; is; aren’t / D present 
simple: sometimes, every day, once a week, 
often, never; present continuous: now, today, 
right now

1 1 We’re playing tennis at the moment.  
2 My parents sometimes watch films on TV.  
3 I’m not sending a voice message to Matt 
now. 4 My brother always sings in the shower!

2 1 are you going; 2 ’m going; 3 Do you know; 
4 sometimes go; 5 is; 6 love; 7 get; 8 sounds; 
9 don’t believe; 10 is raining

3 1 What are your parents doing at the moment? 
2 Where do you usually go on Friday evenings? 
3 What are you wearing today? 4 What do you 
usually do after school?
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Reading p12

Have Ss describe the photos. This can be used as a trigger for the 
subject of the online interview. To engage Ss in the reading text, 
ask them about hybrid sports, if they know any and if they think 
they are exciting.

» EXTRA:  Play Hangman using words related to hybrid sports.

1–3 As you check answers, have Ss account for their choices.

GIVE YOUR OPINION Ask Ss if they like hybrid sports and if 
they want to try any of the sports mentioned in the interview. 
Encourage them to justify their answers.

» EXTRA:  On the board, write false statements from the online 
interview for Ss to correct. Check as a class.

» EXTRA:  Highlight some of the statements in the interview 
for Ss to read out. Correct pronunciation as well as intonation.

» EXTRA:  Ss choose one of the hybrid sports and think of a 
question they would like to ask Jane. Then they swap questions 
with their classmate and try to answer it. Encourage Ss to be 
creative with their answers or search online, if necessary.

Grammar p13

Draw Ss’ attention to the examples given and elicit the type of 
information they express (different degrees of preferences). This 
analysis will lead you to systematize the use of these expressions 
in Exercises B, C and D. Write other exponents on the board 
for class discussion. You may also want to invite Ss to provide 
examples of their own.

» EXTRA:  Use exponents from the text to rehearse 
pronunciation and intonation.

» EXTRA:  (after Exercises 1 & 2) Talk about someone from the 
class or at school. Ss guess who you are talking about, eg: T: She 
loves singing. Ss: Mía. T: He hates singing in the choir. Ss: Juan.

» EXTRA:  In pairs or small groups, Ss further talk about what 
they love, like, enjoy, don’t like, don’t mind or hate doing. Walk 
around and provide help if needed.

COMPARING LANGUAGES Use translation as a tool. Stress 
the fact that the -ing ending after the given verbs is not the same 
as the continuous form of the verbs. Also remind them that the 
expression I don’t mind is always used in the negative.

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder p6

ANSWERS
A don’t mind playing; hate boxing; enjoy 

swimming; like watching
B love; like; don’t mind; don’t like; hate
D present simple; -ing form of verbs; negative
1 1 doing; 2 love; 3 like; 4 dancing; 5 don’t mind; 

6 hate

ANSWERS
1 The interview is with a woman called Jane. 

It’s about hybrid sports.
2 1 A hybrid sport is the combination of two or 

more sports. 2 Jane talks about Bossaball, 
chessboxing and artistic swimming. 3 She does 
Bossaball. 4 She wants to try artistic swimming.

3 1 volleyball, football and dancing; 2 chess and 
boxing; 3 gymnastics, dancing and swimming;  
4 She hates boxing. 5 She enjoys swimming.
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1

Reading & Listening p14

Ask Ss if this advert attracts their attention or not, and why. 
Encourage them to describe the photos. Ask: How old are the 
people in the photos? What are they doing? Can you describe  
one of them in detail?

» EXTRA:  Choose a photo from the advert. Say wrong 
statements about it and have Ss correct them, eg: T: There is a 
boy playing the piano. (while referring to the photo at the top)  
Ss: No, there isn’t. There is a boy playing the guitar.

1–2 As you check answers, have Ss account for their choices. 

GIVE YOUR OPINION Ask Ss if they would like to go on an 
adventure weekend. Encourage them to say why or why not.

» EXTRA:  Give Ss clues and have them give you information 
from the text, eg: T: September. Ss: You can visit Greenwood 
Activity Camp. Allow Ss to trace information in the text. Then have 
Ss work in pairs and do the same.

» EXTRA:  In groups and following the information in the 
advert, Ss prepare a poster of their ideal adventure weekend. 
Then have them share it with the class.

4 Make sure Ss understand the sentences before playing the track.

» EXTRA:  On the board, copy some lines from the audioscript 
without following the correct order. Ss write them in order. This 
instance will foster work on discourse coherence. After checking, 
do some practice of intonation and sounds.

Listening & Speaking p15

1 To extend the presentation, you may ask: In your opinion, 
where are they from? How old are they? What are they talking 
about? What are the posters on the wall about?

2 Remind Ss they do not need to understand all words. 
If necessary, play the track several times.

3 Once the conversation has been completed, do choral 
repetition of the lines, focusing on intonation to convey 
meaning. Ask Ss to imagine they are not themselves reading 
but somebody else. This will allow them to feel less exposed in 
front of their classmates.

4 Give Ss time to prepare this activity and to rehearse it. 
Walk around helping them to sound as natural as possible. 
Encourage Ss to use the phrases in the ‘Keep it going!’ section 
to sound more natural.

ANSWERS
1 He is at Active Camps registration office.
2 2
3 1 It’s 21 Ash Road; 2 766 892 150;  

3 chris@inmail.co.uk; 4 4th April 1999

ANSWERS
1 The advert is about an activity camp.
2 1 Teenagers from 13 to 16 years old can 

sign up for an adventure weekend. 2 The 
adventure weekends are in September or 
October. 3 They last two and a half days.  
4 They cost £150. 5 The teenagers stay in  
log cabins.

3 He mentions sailing, photography and parkour.
4 1 an interesting; 2 likes; 3 different; 4 parkour; 

5 a website

08  Audioscript on p36
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1

ANSWERS
1 Claire doesn’t like singing because she’s shy. 

She has got a lot of purple clothes because 
purple is her favourite colour.

3 1 so; 2 because; 3 so; 4 because

Writing p16

1 Ask Ss to read Claire’s personal profile and to see if she has 
something in common with them, eg: S1: She loves music and I love 
music too. S2: She doesn’t like singing. I don’t like singing either. 
Ask them comprehension questions to check on understanding.

» EXTRA:  Give Ss prompts and have them say true sentences, 
eg: T: Guitar. Ss: Claire plays the guitar.

Together with Ss analyze the content the paragraphs. Encourage 
them to think which information about themselves they would add.
2–3 Remind Ss of the use of because and so. Ask them to provide 

true examples about themselves.

 As Ss write, cater for their needs and doubts to 
help them prepare a correct and tidy piece of writing. Remind them 
of the importance of writing rough copies, checking word order, 
spelling and punctuation before handing in the final version.

» EXTRA:  Ss use the information in their personal profiles 
to prepare individual sheets for a class album. This album can 
be shared so that they all get to know more about each other. 
Encourage them to add a photo to their profiles.

Ask fast finishers to go to Skills Builder p7

07  AUDIOSCRIPT
Judge 1 Hi, Zak.
Zak Hi.
Judge 1  Well... you’ve certainly got your 

own style of singing, which I like 
but I think you need to work on 
your voice. It’s not strong enough 
at the moment.

Judge 2  Yes, I agree with Donna. That’s a 
beautiful song but at the moment 
you aren’t really expressing 
the feelings in it. Do you have 
singing lessons, Zak?

Zak Er, no.
Judge 2  Well, you should have some. 

We’re not saying you haven’t got 
talent. You have. But that’s not 
enough on its own.

Judge 1  So this time, you aren’t successful… 
but maybe in a few months’ time 
you’ll be one of the winners. Don’t 
give up and good luck!

Zak Er, thanks.

Judge 2  Well, Kelly and Jamie! That was 
a great performance! You move 
well and you look good together. 
Well done! Donna?

Judge 1  Mmm, I agree. How many hours a 
week do you train, guys?

Kelly  Two hours a day from Monday to 
Friday, and more on Saturdays 
and Sundays.

Judge 1  Well, it shows. Just one thing, 
though – try to relax more when 
you’re dancing. You looked 
very serious, as if you weren’t 
enjoying yourselves!

Jamie That’s because we were nervous!
Judge 1  OK, fair enough. Anyway, 

congratulations! You go through 
to the next stage of the show!

08  AUDIOSCRIPT
Owen Hi, Joe.
Joe Hi, Owen. How’s it going?
Owen  Fine. Listen, I’ve just seen 

something that sounds really 
interesting.

Joe Oh yeah? What’s that?
Owen  It’s an advert for adventure 

weekends at an activity camp for 
teenagers this autumn.

Joe Ugh, sounds boring…
Owen Why do you say that? You’re into  
 sport and stuff. It’s just your kind  
 of thing!
Joe  But doing group activities with 

people you don’t like? Not me!  
We do that at school!

Owen  Oh, come on! How do you know 
you won’t like the other people? 
Anyway, you don’t get the chance 
to do things like this at school.

Joe Yeah? So, what kind of things?
Owen Sailing, photography, parkour…
Joe  Parkour? Can you do parkour at 

this place?
Owen  Yeah. And not only that – I’m 

looking at their website now and 
it says that one of the tutors is a 
famous parkour expert.

Joe  Oh wow! It’s starting to sound 
interesting now. Can you give me the 
website address, and I’ll have a look?
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Progress check

1

ANSWERS

1 1 hang; 2 surfing; 3 use; 4 do;  
5 chat; 6 go

2 1 ride, drive; 2 cook; 3 draw;  
4 understand; 5 climb

3 1 He doesn’t go to the gym every day.  
2 They always watch films on Fridays.  
3 Does she often do hybrid sports?

4 1 I’m wearing jeans today. 2 Are you 
enjoying the tour? 3 He isn’t listening to 
music right now.

5 1 meets, is studying; 2 are running, don’t 
usually go; 3 isn’t playing, plays

6 1 love; 2 practising; 3 enjoy; 4 acting;  
5 don’t mind; 6 acting

 p17

» EXTRA:  Play What’s missing? To revise love, hate, (don’t) 
like, don’t mind and enjoy, say sentence beginnings for Ss to 
complete them with their own ideas to express their likes and 
dislikes. You can start with the pronoun I and then move on  
with subjects like My friend, My mum, My dad, My parents,  
Our teacher. You can make the game orally or you can ask Ss  
to write the sentences in their folders.

» EXTRA:  Play Tic-tac-toe. Draw a tic-tac-toe grid (a 3x3 grid) 
and fill each space with one of the following nouns or noun 
phrases: a BMX bike, the drums, walls, Portuguese, a car, zumba, 
drawings, meals, in a play. Ask Ss to copy it on a sheet of paper. 
Ss, in turns, choose a noun or noun phrase and make a sentence 
with the verb that collocates. If the sentence is correct, that S can 
draw a nought or a cross on it. The S that has three noughts or 
crosses in a row (up, down, across or diagonally) is the winner.

Spin and talk 
In pairs, Ss create a roulette with the following Wh- questions: 
Who … with?, Where … ?, What time … ?, Why … ? They can 
also decorate the roulette with visuals! They spin it and then 
choose a photo from the collage they made at the beginning 
of the unit to answer about it. Ask Ss to use Decision 
Roulette. Go to p26 for instructions on how to use it.

Ask Ss to write on slips of paper three words they have 
learnt in this unit, two words they still don’t understand 
and one they usually use. Alternatively, use the Exit ticket 
templates on the Resource Centres.

Exit ticket
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PROJECT

1

Websites to make online presentations: 
 PowerPoint Online, Google Slides, Keynote, 

Prezi Basic.
Apps to make presentations: 
 Google Slides, Prezi.

This project could also be explored with the ICT 
teacher! (to create online presentations)

 pp18&19

1 While Ss classify the sports and activities, ask: Which of 
these activities do you usually do? Which ones do you find 
challenging? Encourage Ss to share something about the 
sports and activities they enjoy doing.  
Copy the table in Step 1 on the board and encourage Ss 
to come to the front and share their preferences. Use this 
opportunity to let Ss give reasons for their choices.

2 Write the following word on the board: hikendrawing. Ask: 
Which activities can you identify? (hike, drawing) What do you 
think the ‘n’ refers to? (and). Introduce other ways of saying 
and, eg: &, ‘n’ and ‘n. Remind Ss of what a hybrid sport is. 
(A mixture of different sports.) After reading about Angela 
and Matthew’s hybrid sport, invite Ss to search online about 
different sports and think of a way they can put two sports or 
activities together to create their hybrid sport. 
Ask Ss which search engine they usually use and which others 
they know (Google, Bing, Yahoo!, etc). Tell Ss to browse 
different sports and learn more about them. Ask: What 
equipment do you need to do it? Is it an individual or a team 
sport? Where can you do it? Would you like to do that sport? 
Once Ss have chosen two sports, ask: How are you going to 
name your hybrid sport? 

3 Pairs create a digital presentation or write a script to present 
their hybrid sport. Encourage Ss to think of an interesting 
and organized way of making it. Ask: How can you make your 
digital presentation special? How can you make it different 
from the others? How will you present the hybrid sport?  
Are you adding visuals to make it vivid and attractive?  
Explain that they can add some photos to support their 
invention. When they finish, ask Ss to share their presentation 
with another pair to get some feedback. Give Ss time to 
analyze the presentation. Then give time for Ss to make any 
necessary changes according to feedback. Monitor their work 
so that Ss are confident about their final version. 

4 Leave the board with all the hybrid sport names for Ss to 
choose the one they would like to try in Step 5.
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PROJECT

1

WORKBOOK

Page 84

1 2 e; 3 a; 4 h; 5 i; 6 b; 7 j; 8 f; 9 g; 10 d

2 2 lazy; 3 sociable; 4 unfriendly;  
5 shy; 6 sporty

3 2 sociable; 3 shy; 4 unfriendly;  
5 sporty; 6 lazy

4 2 Are you listening to reggae music 
now? 3 Sandra usually meets friends 
on Sundays. 4 I am reading a great 
novel at the moment.

5 2 am living; 3 am studying; 4 go;  
5 play; 6 am chatting; 7 am listening

6 2 What is she doing in New York at 
the moment? 3 What does she do in 
her free time? 4 Where does she play 
volleyball?

Page 85

Extra Grammar Practice

A 2 are having; 3 goes; 4 is watching;  
5 like; 6 am wearing; 7 has; 8 am doing

B 2 We aren’t at the theme park and we  
aren’t having a lot of fun. 3 She doesn’t 
always go swimming at the local 
sports centre. 4 He isn’t watching a 
film right now. 5 I don’t like action 
films. 6 Today I am not wearing new 
trainers. 7 She doesn’t have a big 
breakfast every morning. 8 I am not 
doing exercise right now.

C 2 Does, ride, does; 3 Is, playing, is;  
4 Do, go, do; 5 Are, listening, ’m not; 
6 Do, go, don’t; 7 Are, going, aren’t; 
8 Do, train, do

In pairs Student A

Students’ own answers
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7 2 drive; 3 ride; 4 take; 5 understand;  
6 sing; 7 cook; 8 climb; 9 draw;  
10 speak

8 2 plays; 3 is singing; 4 climb, climb; 
5 jump; 6 speak; 7 is cooking;  
8 draws; 9 drive; 10 are acting

9 don’t like; don’t mind; like; love 

10 2 love; 3 don’t like; 4 like; 5 love;  
6 like; 7 like; 8 hate; 9 love

11 In any order: Rachel and Helen love 
singing in a choir. They like painting 
and drawing. They don’t like doing 
sports but they hate driving race 
cars. 
My father loves running. He likes 
playing football. He doesn’t mind 
swimming but he hates doing hybrid 
sports.  
Students’ own answers 
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Extra Grammar Practice

A 2 like watching; 3 enjoys doing;  
4 hate singing; 5 loves cooking;  
6 doesn’t mind taking

B 2 Do, like getting; 3 Does, enjoy 
painting; 4 Do, enjoy reading

C Students’ own answers

In pairs  Student B

Students’ own answers
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12 weekend activities

13 loves: Josh loves making new friends 
and having fun, he also loves taking 
photos and writing poems.  
doesn’t like: He doesn’t like sleeping 
all day long on holidays.  
doesn’t mind: He doesn’t mind 
walking a lot.  
is good at: He is good at taking 
photos of birds and butterflies.  
isn’t very good at: He isn’t very good 
at swimming.

14 1 Mark and Josh are at a TV show.  
2 Orangers is a camp. 3 Josh is going 
there this weekend. 4 Yes, he does. 
5 Josh can photograph birds and 
butterflies. 6 They write poems in 
the evenings.
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15 2 b; 3 b; 4 c; 5 b; 6 a; 7 c

16 Name: Chandler Riggs;  
Place of birth: Atlanta, USA;  
Likes: acting, music, practising 
sports: swimming, rollerblading and 
mountain biking, going shopping

17 Students’ own answers

Bonus practice

Students’ own answers
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